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ON TEST

VARIOUS KIT FROM 
WOOD WORKERS 
WORKSHOP – PART 1
Previously, Jonathan Salisbury delved into the box  
sent to him by Wood Workers Workshop, reviewing  
the ArmorTool Auto Adjust clamp range – now it’s  
time for him to have a look at what else they included

The tubular grip can be repositioned
The indent is not to help you put 
them on…

Two of each size

The window lets you  
see what’s inside

The rubber studs provide grip

The full range, beautifully modelled

In use on a short-tabled chop saw

Larger chisels can also  
be accommodated

How to use it

There’s no comparison!

The trailing end has two studs!
Squeeze the edges and slide  
on very carefully

SPECIFICATION
• Keeps hands away from the blade while  

cutting small parts
• Ergonomic injection moulded design
• Wishbone shape with gripping, rubber feet 

Typical price: £17.99
Web: www.woodworkersworkshop.co.uk

SPECIFICATION
• Soft silicone chisel edge guards go on  

and stay put
• Protect edges against ‘hard knocks’
• Fit chisels from 3-33mm (1⁄8-1 1⁄4in)

Typical price: £12.95
Web: www.woodworkersworkshop.co.uk

THE VERDICT

PROS
 Provides reliable downwards clamping 

force; much more secure than using a  
push stick; quick, easy and comfortable  
to use; prevents risk to fingers when 
holding close to a blade

CONS
 Rubber studs would be better if a little 

softer and they don’t seem to be 
replaceable

RATING: 4 out of 5

THE VERDICT

PROS
 Flexible to provide a tight fit on almost all 

chisels and gouges; excellent protection  
from accidental damage; safer to put on  
than rigid guards

CONS
 Only available in a set

RATING: 4.5 out of 5

Sharp edges
New chisels often come with rigid plastic guards 
to protect you from them, as well as protecting 
the sharp edge from any contact with anything 
that will chip it. Guards on old chisels, even if  
they had them in the first place, are usually long 
gone; lost, thrown away after splitting, or just 
seen as a ‘useless’ bit of packaging. Even after 
spending hours grinding, honing and polishing 
chisels and gouges, replacing lost guards was  
just not something that I’d expect to be able  
to do, although I did once have a go at making  
one from wood.

FASTCAP 10 MILLION 
DOLLAR STICK

WOODRIVER SILICONE CHISEL 
EDGE GUARDS (SET OF 10)

What you get
The WoodRiver silicone chisel guards are slightly 
larger, chunkier versions of the originals, but 
they are not made of the same material. Since 
they are flexible, stretching to fit and grip the 
chisel end, they stay in place. For the common 
bevel-edge chisel, sizes are a like-for-like fit (i.e. 
the size stated fits that width of chisel). They are 
not specifically for one width, so the smallest fits 
everything from 1⁄8in to 1⁄4in, the next 3⁄8in to 1⁄2in, 
and so on.

Not just for bevels
However, you might have more than bevel  
chisels. What then? Because of their flexibility,  
the guards can be pushed onto other types too, 
such as firmer or mortise chisels. At this point  
you need to just find one that fits well, even  
if it is a bit baggy. The guards also fit gouges 
(although the curved edge is not always fully 
covered), router cutters, plough plane irons  
– in fact, almost anything thin enough!

Safety first
One thing that concerned me is that the 
WoodRiver guards require a greater force to  
push them onto the end of my sharp chisels  
than the originals, because they grip more. 
Slipping is really not what you want to do, ever. 
What seems to be an obvious finger/thumb 
grip actually doesn’t work, but there is a knack! 
Squeezing the sides opens the gap and allows  
the chisel to slip in or out. The little window allows 
you to see if the edge has been pushed in enough.

Conclusion
If you have fixed workshop storage from which 
your chisels rarely move far, guards are possibly 
not essential. However, if your chisels occasionally 
fall off the bench, or get knocked by other tools, 
one of these on the end would be good insurance. 
I used to keep chisels loose in a tool box because 
I had no other choice. They often came out with 
chipped points because the guards didn’t stay in 
place. The availability of replacements is therefore 
fantastic, and will stop that horrible shudder I 
get as my newly polished chisel heads edge first 
towards the garage floor. The one downside to 
these guards is that they can only be bought in a 
set of all sizes; if I order enough for my collection 
I’ll end up with lots of the larger ones left over. 
Swapsies, anyone?

Enigma
Are you setting a quiz and looking for a ‘mystery 
item?’ If so, look no further! What a funny looking 
push stick… Actually, this isn’t a push stick; it’s  
a clamp.

Safety first
The 10 Million Dollar Stick (10MDS) allows you  
to keep wood in place on a chop or radial arm saw 
without risking a trip to A&E if you get it wrong. 
The 10 in the name refers somewhat ominously 
to how many fingers and thumbs you ought to 
have, by the way. The manual holding of wood 
close to any sharp, fast-moving blade is of course 
foolhardy and can be awkward, especially if you 
are cutting an angle and/or the workpiece is 
relatively small.

How it’s used
The concept is simple; a ‘wishbone’ on the end  
of a long handle provides a finger and thumb that 
is used to clamp work. It works best if the chop 
saw table is long enough to put the wishbone  
end on the material and the other end on the 
table surface, more or less left to right. It can also 
be used the other way around; pushing down on 
the handle in between the two ends creates the 
clamping force. The bed of the chop saw I used for 
the test was much too short to do this, so I rested 
the ‘finger’ on the material and the thumb on the 
machine table, the rubber pads on the underside 
of these stopping it from slipping. The handle 
can be held at a safe distance from the blade and 
the slight curve along its length allows sufficient 
pressure to be applied to hold the wood firmly  
in place, the arched fingers pressing down rather 
than sideways, as the chop saw does its job. The 
tube grip on the handle slides along if you want  
to reposition it and the ‘ergonomic’ shape makes 
it comfortable to use. I showed it to a colleague 
who does far more chop saw work than me and 
he rotated it onto a thicker piece of wood so that 
the arch pushed against the edge.

Conclusion
If you have a chop saw, I think that the 10MDS 
would be a very wise investment. It would have 
been good for it to come with a photo or a little 
card to show how it is used; it seems so obvious 
now, but I had to do some research on the 
internet as I couldn’t work it out. The rubber  
studs could do with being a little softer and  
they need to be kept clean as they don’t grip  
as well when dusty. They also don’t seem to  
be replaceable. £17.99 is possibly a little on  
the high side, but can you put a price on keeping 
your fingers? $10million says you can’t!
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